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Laner Muchin is proud to announce Jeremy Edelson has been recognized

in Chicago Lawyer’s 22nd annual publication of 40 Illinois Attorneys Under

Forty to Watch as a result of his exemplary practice in labor and

employment law and high praise from clients and peers.

Jeremy’s labor and employment practice, spanning more than a decade,

has led to his position as one of the top-performing Chicago attorneys in

his field.

Jeremy regularly represents high-profile employers at the state and federal

levels in complex issues pertaining to Title VII, ADA and ADEA statutes,

among additional labor and employment laws. He is regularly called upon

to defend unionized employers in collective bargaining, grievance

administration, arbitration and mediation matters.

His outstanding work and accomplishments have consistently raised the

bar for up-and-coming employment attorneys in the industry. Throughout

his career, Jeremy has taken charge of more than 50 labor arbitrations,

handling more than 10 in 2020 alone.

The solutions and results Jeremy achieves through his practice have

created longstanding trust and loyalty with his clients, ranging from small

startup companies to large corporations such as PepsiCo and CSL Behring.
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One of his clients, Oak Street Health, has deemed Jeremy as an integral component in their success as a

company.

“The proactive measures Jeremy has helped OSH take have been invaluable to the company,” said Carrie

Rose, Corporate Counsel for Oak Street Health. “He is viewed as a respected and valuable asset to OSH. I

cannot think of another attorney I have worked with more deserving of this honor.”

While Jeremy dedicates much of his time to clients at Laner Muchin, he also understands the importance of

community involvement. Serving on the board of Bethel New Life, a Chicago-based nonprofit organization,

he provides assistance to underserved communities on the west side of Chicago.

Since 2000, Chicago Lawyer has annually chosen the top 40 attorneys in Chicago for recognition in their

40 Under Forty list on the basis of peer nomination and review by the Chicago Lawyer selection committee.

Read the full profile here.
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